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Editorial

Needed, new paradigms in
antibiotic development
Howard Ceri†, Merle E Olson & Raymond J Turner
†University of Calgary, Department of Biological Sciences, Biofilm Research Group,

Calgary, AB, T2N 1N4, Canada

While antibiotic resistance has grabbed the headlines and the attention of

the pharmaceutical industry, the lack of susceptibility of biofilms formed

both on animate and inanimate surfaces deserve greater attention from the

industry, medical practitioners and regulators. The current literature tells us

that the inherent tolerance to antibiotics demonstrated by antibiotic-sensitive

organisms when grown as a biofilm clearly identifies a major disconnect

between our current practices in antimicrobial development, diagnostics

and efficacy in patient treatment. A paradigm shift is required in the way

we utilize conventional antimicrobials and in the way we screen for next-

generation antibiotics with efficacy to treat biofilms associated with chronic,

recurrent and device related infections. This paradigm shift must not only

take place in industry but also in how drugs are brought to the marketplace

for acceptance.
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1. Background

Simply typing ‘antibiotic resistance’ into pubmed.gov (as of December 2009)
instantly brought forward 114,358 papers, of which 12,989 were review articles
in the field. It has been over two decades since the phrase ‘post-antibiotic era’ was
coined over the concern of the return to life without antibiotics for the treatment
of infectious diseases. Despite these concerns, the pipeline of new antibiotics
remains essentially empty and, furthermore, interest in discovering new antimicro-
bials by the ever-shrinking base of major pharmaceutical companies seems nonexis-
tent. In fact, it would appear that the responsibility of identifying next generation
antimicrobials has become the bailiwick of small start-up companies, ever hoping
to be absorbed by ‘big-pharma’ to bring their products to marketplace. The existing
pessimism regarding the development of next-generation antibiotics has led to
increased interest in alternative approaches to treatment of infections, such as a
renewed interest in phage therapies [1].

Too often ignored in the above-stated scenario is the additional complexity of
treatment of chronic, recurrent and device related infections that are associated
with biofilms. Biofilms can form on inanimate surfaces of medical devices, such
as catheters, ventilators or orthopedic implants, or on biotic surfaces, as in the exam-
ple of endocarditis or osteomyelitis. Biofilms are adherent or clustered bacteria
growing as microcolonies within an exopolymeric matrix (Figure 1A) that typically
fail to respond to antibiotic treatment even when the isolate as a planktonic popu-
lation is susceptible to antibiotics by minimal inhibitory concentration (MIC) test-
ing. This lack of correlation between in-vitro MIC susceptibility testing and patient
outcome in biofilm-related infections has long been recognized [2]. Tolerance [3], the
ability of biofilms of even susceptible planktonic cells to withstand if not grow in the
presence of the antibiotic, is believed to result from multifactorial mechanisms [4].
These include physical properties of the biofilm, such as the surrounding matrix
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Figure 1. A. Growth and development of biofilms. In the center is seen the microcolony formation seen in biofilms. Lower right

demonstrates polymicrobial biofilms formed through specific cell--cell signaling and attraction. Upper right demonstrates the

mechanism of biofilm spread where cells become motile, swim away as a planktonic population and following to the left go

through a cycle of reversible adherence, tight adherence and microcolony formation again under regulation of specific cell--cell

communication. B. Multifactorial mechanisms that contribute to antibiotic tolerance developed within a biofilm.
Adapted from [4].
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that can act as a barrier to antibiotic penetration as well as
in the establishment of gradients of nutrients and oxygen
that establish unique microenvironments within the biofilm
that can select for phenotypic variants within the population
that display altered antimicrobial susceptibility (Figure 1B).
The sum of the total of the adaptive properties of a biofilm ren-
ders them tolerant to a broad range of antimicrobials and may
even contribute to the development of classic antibiotic resis-
tance through the exposure of biofilms with sub-lethal doses
of drug over extended periods of time allowing them to develop
and/or spread genetic changes leading to antibiotic resistance.

2. The paradigm shifts

The successful treatment of biofilm infections is going to
require us to rethink many aspects of how we approach
antimicrobial therapy, including: how we select and use our
existing antibiotics, how we both select and develop next-
generation antibiotics and diagnose appropriate use of these
compounds and, finally, how to deal with issues of safety
and regulation of these new compounds.

2.1 Selecting biofilm-effective antimicrobials
Although it may seem self-evident, one major paradigm shift
that needs to take place in the selection of antibiotics to treat
biofilms is the way that we select appropriate antibiotics for
treatment. It is now well established that biofilms are typically
more tolerant to antibiotics (this may be up to a 1000-fold
greater) than the same organism grown in suspension culture [5];
therefore, if we are determining susceptibility data for antibiotic
use in the treatment of biofilm infections, the assay must be
done against biofilms. As mentioned earlier, there appears to
be no correlation between MIC testing and patient outcomes

in treating biofilm disease [2], and this observation was again
recently supported by the results of a comprehensive random-
ized, double-blind trial that demonstrated that planktonic
MIC assays of synergy effects of antibiotic combinations for
the treatment of cystic fibrosis patients was of no benefit to
the outcome [6], whereas biofilm susceptibility testing was
shown to provide meaningful data on the treatment of
biofilms [7].

2.2 Making better use of existing antibiotics
Can we develop strategies for better treatment of biofilm
infections using our current arsenal of antibiotics? A review
of the literature focused on the potential use of combinations
of existing antibiotics to treat biofilms in vitro, in animal
models or in patients points to a number of exciting possibil-
ities for the future [7,8]; however, the complexity of these stud-
ies resulting from the array of different assays methods used to
assess antibiotic efficacy and to define outcomes makes inter-
pretation of these results problematic. There are a number of
lessons to be learned: i) there will probably be no magic bullet
combination that will be effective against all patient isolates of
a given specific species as biofilms; a lesson we have already
learnt from planktonic studies; ii) that synergy will be seen
between unexpected drug combinations for which we will
have no logical explanation of the mechanism, and not
between compounds that one might expect to work together
(Table 1); and, finally, iii) standardized assays for antibiotic
synergy against biofilms must be developed. It must also be
pointed out that in some cases synergies will not be limited
to different antibiotic combinations, but may include combi-
nations of antibiotics, biocides, metals, enzymes or other envi-
ronmental components such as surfactants or quorum sensing
inhibitors [9-11].

Table 1. Susceptibility of a Pseudomonas aeruginosa cystic fibrosis isolate as a planktonic and biofilm culture to

individual or combinations of antibiotics at breakpoint levels in the bioFILM PATM Assay.

Combination SIR Combination SIR Combination SIR Combination SIR Combination SIR Combination SIR

Planktonic
GM/AZT S AK/AZT S TO/AZT S T/S/P/T S CP/P/T S TO R
GM/CAZ S AK/CAZ S TO/CAZ S T/S/MER S C/MER S T/S I
GM/P/T S AK/P/T S TO/P/T S T/S/AZT S C/CAZ S C S
GM/CPE S AK/CPE S TO/CPE S T/S/CAZ S AK I CP I
GM/MER S AK/MER S TO/MER S CP/AZT S P/T S CAZ S
GM/CPE S AK/CPE S TO/CPE S CP/CT S AZT S CPE S
GM/T/S I AK/T/S I TO/T/S S CP/T/S S CT S MER S
GM/CT S AK/CT S TO/CT S CP/MER S GM R
Biofilm
GM/AZT R AK/AZT S TO/AZT I T/S/P/T R CP/P/T R TO R
GM/CAZ S AK/CAZ S TO/CAZ S T/S/MER R C/MER I T/S R
GM/P/T I AK/P/T S TO/P/T S T/S/AZT S C/CAZ R C R
GM/CPE R AK/CPE R TO/CPE S T/S/CAZ R AK R CP R
GM/MER R AK/MER S TO/MER R CP/AZT R P/T R CAZ R
GM/CPE R AK/CPE R TO/CPE S CP/CT S AZT R CPE R
GM/T/S R AK/T/S R TO/T/S S CP/T/S R CT R MER R
GM/CT R AK/CT I TO/CT I CP/MER R GM R
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2.3 Next-generation antibiotics against biofilms
In keeping with the conceptual ideas presented above, it
is obvious that in the search for new antibiotics efficacious
in treating biofilms appropriate screening must be targeted
against biofilms. It is not unreasonable to believe that
within the enormous candidate antibiotic libraries developed
through combinatorial chemistry compounds may already
exist that were disregarded due to poor MIC results but
may have better activity against biofilms. In fact, these
may be strain or organism specific or show activity only as
synergistic effectors.
A second issue in the development of next-generation anti-

microbials is, once we get the screening right, what do we
screen? The synergies seen in the use of existing antimicrobials
suggest that our basic premise of a single, active compound
with long-term antimicrobial benefit might be flawed. Do
we need to look at the complexity of naturally produced anti-
biotics and how they function in nature [12] to see if they con-
tain adjuvant-like components that might themselves not
show antimicrobial activity but which may contribute to the
enhanced activity of the active compound, produce efficacy
against biofilms or reduce the ability or rate of development
of antibiotic resistance?

2.4 Regulatory issues
The establishment of new diagnostic assays for sensitivity will
require acceptance by regulatory agencies; however, these may
be able to be grandfathered as equivalents of MIC testing.
There will also be more stress placed of regulatory agencies
by the development of antibiotics that may contain multiple
components or active agents, as this is moving into new terri-
tory for everyone. It will take patience and support to help
create a new culture of cooperation and respect as this
process proceeds.

3. Conclusion

As antibiotic resistance continues to be the main focus of new
antibiotic development, it must be understood that tolerance

to antibiotics seen in biofilms represent a major issue to
treatment of infections and likely contributes to the develop-
ment of antibiotic resistance. It is necessary to develop and
implement new diagnostics and assays to select appropriate
antibiotics for the treatment of biofilm-associated disease.

4. Expert opinion

The continued production of antimicrobials, in the face of
evolutionary pressure, would suggest their continued value
in nature. Yet the selection and use of antibiotics in the treat-
ment of disease has resulted in levels of resistance that
threaten the functionality of our antibiotic arsenal. The
disconnect between bacterial susceptibility to antibiotics in
MIC tests of planktonic bacteria and the inherent tolerance
of bacteria in the biofilm mode of growth has contributed
to the development and spread of antibiotic resistance in
bacteria. As we develop the next-generation antimicrobials
we need to consider the synergies now being reported
between antibiotic and other antibiotics or environmental
factors that may serve as adjuvants to antibiotic activity in
the treatment of biofilms. Future development of antibiotics
must involve screening against biofilms and what factors
in naturally derived antimicrobial ferments may be needed
to enhance efficacy of the defined active compounds
against biofilms.
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